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something	 novel	 happens	 shortly	 before	 or	 after	 encoding.	 Using	 an	 everyday	
memory	task	in	mice,	we	sought	the	neurons	mediating	this	dopamine-dependent	
novelty	 effect,	 previously	 thought	 to	 originate	 exclusively	 from	 the	 tyrosine	
hydroxylase-expressing	 (TH+)	 neurons	 in	 the	 ventral	 tegmental	 area	 (VTA).	We	
report	 that	neuronal	 firing	 in	 the	 locus	 coeruleus	 (LC)	 is	 especially	 sensitive	 to	





memory	enhancement	and	 long	 lasting	potentiation	of	 synaptic	 transmission	 in	
CA1	 ex	 vivo.	 Thus,	 LC-TH+	 neurons	 can	 mediate	 post-encoding	 memory	














Fig. 3 here 
 
LC	activation	mimics	the	novelty	effect	The	overarching	aim	of	this	project	was	to	identify	neuromodulatory	neurons	whose	post-encoding	firing	promotes	the	consolidation	of	hippocampal-dependent	memory.	The	data	so	far	pointed	to	the	need	to	change	our	focus	to	LC-TH+	neurons	as	likely	mediators	of	environmental	novelty,	retaining	a	check	on	the	impact	of	activating	VTA-TH+	neurons.	Th-Cre	mice	were	stereotaxically	prepared	with	bilateral	injections	of	the	ChR2-eYFP	(ChR2+)	or	a	no	opsin	control	(eYFP)	virus	(ChR2–),	accompanied	by	implantation	of	bilateral	optic	cannulae	into	both	LC	and	VTA	and	bilateral	drug	cannulae	targeting	dorsal	hippocampus	(Fig.	4a).	An	optimum	optogenetic	burst	stimulation	frequency	of	25Hz	was	chosen	(Fig.	4b)	based	on	our	within-burst	firing	data	and	both	LC-TH+	and	VTA-TH+	neurons	could	follow	this	frequency	in	awake	mice	(Extended	Data	Figs.	3e,6a).	After	training	to	a	performance	index	of	circa	75%,	these	mice	showed	effective	memory	in	a	10-min	probe	test	(Extended	Data	Fig.	6b,c).	The	stage	was	then	set	for	examining	whether	5min	optogenetic	burst	activation,	scheduled	30min	after	memory	encoding,	could	mimic	the	beneficial	effects	of	environmental	novelty	on	memory	retention	at	24h	(Fig.	4c).	The	key	finding	was	the	striking	persistence	of	memory	over	24h	when	5min	of	post-encoding	(30min)	intermittent	burst	stimulation	of	LC-TH+	neurons	with	blue	light	was	given	to	the	ChR2+	mice	in	their	home	cages.	Tested	24h	after	weak	memory	encoding,	LC	activated	ChR2+	animals	remembered	the	location	of	the	sample	sandwell	sampled	30min	prior	to	light	activation	(Fig.	4d	left;	ChR2+	in	LC-ON).	Memory	for	24h	was	not	observed	without	LC	light	stimulation	(ChR2+	in	OFF),	nor	in	separate	ChR2–	controls.	Light-activation	of	VTA,	in	the	same	ChR2+	animals,	induced	only	a	non-significant	trend	favouring	some	memory	at	24h,	but	we	observed	a	similar	trend	in	ChR2–	mice	(Fig.	4d	right,	compare	ChR2+	and	ChR2–	in	VTA-ON).	Not	only	did	these	upwards	trends	not	differ	from	chance,	they	also	did	not	differ	from	each	other,	suggesting	that	the	trend	is	unrelated	to	light-activation	of	ChR2-positive	neurons	in	VTA	(e.g.	light-induced	temperature	changes27).		
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Statistics,	data	presentation	and	data	deposition	Statistical	analyses	were	performed	using	SPSS	version	19	(IBM).	All	data	are	expressed	as	mean	±	s.e.m.	Statistical	significance	was	always	determined	by	ANOVAs,	prior	to	orthogonal	comparisons	where	possible	or	Tukey	HSD	tests	as	appropriate	to	correct	for	multiple	comparisons,	paired	t-tests	and	one-sample	t-tests.	All	statistical	tests	were	two-tailed.	Analysis	of	probe	test	performance	was	done	on	the	basis	on	the	‘%	correct	dig	time’	score.	In	the	pharmacological	inactivation	experiment	(Fig.	6),	three	animals	that	persistently	failed	to	show	any	novelty-induced	memory	enhancement	in	all	control	conditions	[all	24-h	PT	scores	(%	correct	dig)	in	the	‘novelty	with	vehicle’	condition	at	below	chance	level,	i.e.	<	20%]	were	eliminated	from	the	whole	dataset	prior	to	statistical	analysis	(leaving	n	=	15).	The	rationale	was	that	it	is	not	possible	to	measure	the	impact	of	pharmacological	manipulations	on	the	novelty	effect	in	animals	that	are	not	susceptible	to	it,	the	existence	of	the	novelty	effect	having	been	established	in	the	first	cohort	of	mice	(Fig.	1b).	All	source	data	for	the	preparation	of	graphs	and	statistical	analysis	is	presented	online.	All	other	relevant	data	that	support	the	conclusions	of	the	study	are	available	from	the	authors	on	request.		51	 Lindeberg,	J.	et	al.	Transgenic	expression	of	Cre	recombinase	from	the	tyrosine	hydroxylase	locus.	Genesis	40,	67–73	(2004).	52	 Savitt,	J.	M.,	Jang,	S.	S.,	Mu,	W.,	Dawson,	V.	L.	&	Dawson,	T.	M.	Bcl-x	is	required	for	proper	development	of	the	mouse	substantia	nigra.	J.	Neurosci.	25,	6721–6728	(2005).	53	 Franklin,	K.	B.	J.	&	Paxinos,	G.	The	Mouse	Brain	in	Stereotaxic	Coordinates	3rd	ed	(Academic	Press:	San	Diego,	2007).	54	 Anikeeva,	P.	et	al.	Optetrode:	a	multichannel	readout	for	optogenetic	control	in	freely	moving	mice.	Nat.	Neurosci.	15,	163–170	(2012).	55	 Cohen,	J.	Y.,	Haesler,	S.,	Vong,	L.,	Lowell,	B.	B.	&	Uchida,	N.	Neuron-type-specific	signals	for	reward	and	punishment	in	the	ventral	tegmental	area.	Nature	482,	85–88	(2012).	
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